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Dear reader and valued client
The first month of Spring has passed and
boy was it a chilly one, but hey, the sun is
shining and friendliness is making its
return so we can't complain. Please enjoy
our latest news and remember, if you
have any questions, we are just a phone
call away.
DR JENNI, FLYING HIGH
At The Aesthetics Centre, we believe that Knowledge is Power. We are always looking for ways to
grow our knowledge base, refine existing skills and perfect new ones. In this vein, Dr Jenni recently
travelled to Cardiff to further her dermatological qualifications. This is what she had to say about the
trip:
“I had an excellent trip to Cardiff in September. I have registered to do the Diploma in Dermatology
at Cardiff University which is a 2 year distant learning course.
There were 70 GPs from around the world on the weekend. Unfortunately I was the only doctor
from South Africa. It appears there is a shortage of Dermatologists throughout the world and GPs
are needed to increase their knowledge of skin diseases.
Interestingly, Canada was the most represented country on the course.”

OCTOBER PROMOTION
When you buy Skin Ceuticals products to the value of R2000.00 or more between the 5 th – 16th of
October 2015, you get a Skin Ceuticals Reconditioning and Refirming Treatment to the value of
R450.00 absolutely FREE! Terms and Conditions Apply

OBAGI - FOR ACNE PATIENTS
Obagi CLENZIderm 3-step system contains a unique formulation of ingredients that penetrate deep
into the skins layers to help control blemishes for a clearer and healthy-looking skin. Depending on
your skin type, the CLEANZIderm 3-step system is available for “Normal to Dry” and “Normal to Oily”
skin. Obagi has obtained an average improvement of 65% for their patients acne concerns JUST
using the 3-step system. No medication!For more information please feel free to contact us. Please
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note that results may vary and that you do need to see one of our consultants for a prescription of
this product.
Obagi – Clinically proven to clear acne fast!

PROACTIVE COLLAGEN LIQUID – Now available at The Aesthetics Centre
Collagen is the main protein of the connective tissue as it represents about 30% of the total body
protein and 70% of the protein that makes up the skin. Collagen is a key protein for the body. It is
responsible for the consistency, flexibility and reproduction of skin, cartilages, joints and bones.
From the age of 25 years, collagen levels begin to decline and women lose collagen at a faster rate
than males during the maturation process and later during the aging period.
Collagen Pro-Active is a highly bio-available liquid supplement, which has been identified as the
most innovative product in the science of Collagen. It contains a patented Formulation of: Maximum
strength Hydrolysed Collagen, Silicon, Magnesium and B1, B2, B5 and B6 vitamins.

PLEASE NOTE
We are moving into our busiest time of the year and appointment times will be subject to
availability. To avoid disappointment, please make sure that you book your appointment(s) ahead of
time to ensure that you are helped before your festivities start.

SITES AND SOCIAL MEDIA
Remember to follow us on our social media. We post lots of exciting tips, news snippets and
motivational quotes to brighten up your day. We also post a number of interesting blog posts which
(we publish around the fifteenth of the month) on our website to help you with more specific
Aesthetic concerns.
Our website link is: http://theaestheticscentre.co.za/index.php . You can also follow us on:

“A rose can never be a sunflower, and a sunflower can never be a rose. All flowers are
beautiful in their own way, and that’s like women too.” – Miranda Kerr
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